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Greetings Chapter Members! 

Last month the Chapter had the exclusive privilege to go be-

hind the scenes at BART Oakland International Airport 

Connector Project.  Chapter members were given access to the 

new Coliseum Station, where we were allowed a sneak peak 

at glasswork created by Gordon Huether, one of  the country’s 

most respected artists who specializes in major site-specific 
art. The tour then continued to the Hegenberger Station, 

which is not currently an airport stop, but may become an ac-

tive station in the future. Members were given the opportunity 
to explore the AirBART Train Car and check out the equip-

ment that runs the automated people mover. This is by far one 

of the Chapter’s best tours, and I hope that we, as a Chapter, 

are able to continue to have these opportunities. 

This month’s luncheon is at Maria Maria in Walnut Creek on 

June 11th. Past Intenational President Jim Finnegan, SR/WA 

will swear in the new Executive Board. Please be on the look-
out for a ballot for the board and vote! The current Executive 

Board will be implementing a new tradition during the swear-

ing-in, please scroll to page 6 to learn more about it.  

Bernadette Lambert, JD, PMP will also be giving a presenta-

tion at the lunch, titled “Bringing Transportation Assets into 
a State of  Good Repair: The Importance of  Boundary and 

Title Determinations”. Check out the featured article on page 

9 to learn more about the presentation. If  you would like to 

have a feature article in an upcoming newsletter please contact 

Newsletter Chair Alexi Dicker.      Continued on Page 4 
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President’s Message, Continued from Page 1 
 

Later this month, Vice President Gale Connor and I will be attending the International 

Education Conference in Hartford, Connecticut June 22nd - June 26th. We are crossing our 

fingers that Chapter 2 will be number one at the conference as the Chapter is a finalist for 

International Website of  the Year award and International Newsletter of  the Year award, 
and I am a finalist for the International Young Professional of  the Year award. I am very 

excited about the continued success of  our Chapter this past year, and I know that the 

Chapter will continue to flourish under the leadership of  the incoming Executive Board.  

 

In my role as President I was able to grow, both professionally and personally, and for that 

I’m very appreciative. I plan to stay on as Co-Education Chair, and I look forward to 

what the new Board has to offer. As President, I’ve had the opportunity to meet the ma-
jority of  our members, and the leadership of  our sister chapters. These connections have 

been a great resource for best approaches to right of  way encroachment issues, policies, 

etc. and it has helped foster cooperation in interagency agreements. The IRWA Region 1 
Forums and Annual Education Conference have been enlightening, allowing me to fully 

understand what it means to belong to a professional organization, and I greatly antici-

pate seeing IRWA & Chapter 2 continue to thrive and grow. 

 

Thank you for your support this past year!  

 

Lisa 

President’s Message, Continued from Page 1 

Join us at the upcoming luncheon for the installation of the new Exec-

utive Board! Congratulations to all those nominated and elected!  

__________________________________________________________________ 

Chapter 2 would like to congratulate Chapter 

member and Professional Development chair 

Debra Baker on her recent retirement from 

Contra Costa County!  

http://www.brainleadersandlearners.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/celebrate-2.jpg
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*An RSVP constitutes a commitment to pay. Any member canceling after June 8th will be charged $30. Walk-
ins will be accommodated on a space available basis and will be charged $30; service is not guaranteed to be 
possible. 

A special presentation titled "Bringing Transportation Assets into a State of Good 

Repair:  The Importance of Boundary and Title Determinations" will be given by 

Bernadette Lambert, JD, PMP, of Braun & Jalbert, real estate consulting ser-

vices. Please find, on pages 8-14, this month’s Featured Article submitted by Ms. 

Lambert which relates to her upcoming presentation. 

Please RSVP by June 8th with a selection from the following:  

Starters 

Tortilla Soup —All natural chicken broth flavored with roasted tomatoes, and served with slow cooked pulled chicken, avoca-
do, roasted corn, crema, cilantro, and crispy tortilla strips   

-Or- 

Mexican Chopped Salad — Chopped romaine, black beans, cherry tomatoes, jicama, corn, radish, roasted peppers, cotija, 
cheese and avocado, tossed with honey-lime vinaigrette 

Entrees all entrees include guajillo rice and black beans with orzo 

Enchilada “Suizas” – Your choice of Shredded Chicken or Vegetarian — Soft corn tortillas covered with roasted toma-
to cream sauce, baked with house cheese blend, topped with crispy tortillas, crumbled pasilla chile, chopped onion and cilantro 

Soft Tacos – Your choice of Grilled Chicken, Grilled Steak, Grilled Mahi-Mahi or Grilled Shrimp — Three warm 
flour tortillas topped with lettuce, pico de gallo, chipotle cream sauce, and avocado 

Burrito Maria – Your choice of Grilled Chicken Breast or Grilled Skirt Steak — Flour tortilla filled with red onions, 
roasted corn, poblanos, black beans and house cheese blend. Topped with creamy tomatillo-pasilla sauce 

This luncheon is proudly sponsored by ARWS,  

Associated Right of Way Services, Inc.  

Thank you! 
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“In my opinion, the greatest strength and greatest value of the IRWA is Education. Education, in all of its aspects, 
whether courses, seminars or luncheon speakers, should be the primary objective of each president. The president 
should aim to provide a variety of quality educational opportunities for chapter members, targeted to meet identi-
fied needs.”  -   Wallace D. Mersereau, 1971 

“I was Chapter 2 President in 1973. While also serving on the Professional Development Committee I suggested, in 
recognition of the increase in the number of women in the R/W field the Association change the honor, "Man of the 
Year" to “Professional of the Year". The designation was later adopted at the annual R/W Seminar held in New 
York. I believe new ideas and the Associations ability to adopt them have contributes greatly to its growth and 
recognition as a profession.” -Quintin McMahon, 1973 

“’Every man should give back to his Right of Way profession’, I was told by Frank Balfour, as I was handed an Ap-
plication For Membership, in AR/WA, my first week on my new job, the Summer of 1963, as a Jr. Right of Way 
Agent, with Calif. State Div. of Highways, San Francisco Office. I got the message, joined AR/WA, ‘gave back’ to 
my profession, and got substantial personal and professional rewards from it.” -Charles E. Newman, 1974 

“Membership in the International Right of Way Association and active participation in the affairs of both Chapter 2 
and the Association are very important because everyone should devote some time and effort to the growth and 
development of his or her chosen profession”.  -Bob Macpherson, 1976 

"Have fun and surround yourself with a board that does all the work.  Oh, and if you happen to be on your way to a 
Chapter Board meeting and a bird poops on your head go ahead and run the meeting anyway, everyone will under-
stand." -Bill Fellman, 1986 

“To all future Presidents of IRWA Chapter Two, what I would like to pass on to you is the joy that you are sur-
rounded by some of the most talented people in our profession.  I always enjoyed reaching out to everyone to con-
tribute to our Hot Topic programs that were wonderful in the exchanges of new ideas and concepts in our profes-
sion, sharing experiences and knowledge gathered over the years, both good and bad.  Enjoy your time as President 
and I know you will leave your mark of bringing out the best in our organization.” - Rory MacNeil, 1995 & 2003  

“On Chapter Leadership—Once you choose this path, always move forward in a positive and dedicated direction. It 
can be challenging at times, but rewarding in the end.” -Tara Peterson, 2010–11 

“Diverse talents do not create unity; leadership does. Turn the ‘me’ into a ‘we’.  Seek out and incorporate the talents 
of the general member.” -Eric Roman, 2012-13 

“Get to know the leadership of your sister chapters. They are great resources for luncheon speaker suggestions, ad-
vertising IRWA classes, sounding board for board issues, etc.,  Plus it’s nice to know someone at the Region 1 Fo-
rums and IRWA Annual Education Conferences.” -Lisa Hiddleson, 2013– 14 

Special Feature, in honor of the Installation Ceremony of 
Chapter 2 ’s new Executive Board  

Last month our Chapter lost a member, 2009 Chapter President Cheryl Sousa. It occurred to the Board that on top of this per-

sonal loss, the Chapter has lost one link in a long chain of volunteers who have passed the mantle of leadership from hand to 

hand over the past 76 years.   

A President’s role is to represent the rich history of Chapter 2 and its efforts to build the Right of Way industry into the pro-

fession that it has become. To honor past service and to support new incoming Presidents, the Board will be initiating a new 

tradition at the upcoming June luncheon. A capsule, appropriately shaped like a baton, will be passed down from Past Presi-

dent to the incoming President at the upcoming installation ceremony.  Inside will contain a short message from Past Presi-

dents. Below is a collection of one or two inspirational sentences from each past Chapter President.  
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May Luncheon, a recap.  

BART Oakland Airport Connector 

Photos provided by:  
Emmanuel P. Hyppolite, MBA 
Supervisor, Project Controls 
PG&E - Environmental Remedia-
tion Dept. 

Chapter 2 members gathered for a tour of 

the BART Oakland Airport Connector 

(OAC) for the Chapter’s May Luncheon. 

Hard hats, long sleeves, and boots were 

required for this guided tour as members received a first hand look at the 

BART project. The OAC is a 3.2 mile extension of BART from Coliseum/

Oakland Airport Station to Oakland International Airport via a new Auto-

mated Guideway Transit system, commonly referred to as AGT system.  

The need for OAC is based on recognition of existing transportation con-

straints in the Bay Area, current and future growth at OAK, anticipated 

future public and private development and related congestion along the 

freeway and roadways that serve the area.  

OAC will encourage air passengers to consider transit as a reliable alterna-

tive and provide some relief to the congested traffic conditions in the area. 

The expected Start of Service date is Late 2014.   
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Bringing Transportation Assets into a State of Good Repair: 

The Importance of Boundary and Title Determinations 

Bernadette Lambert, JD, PMP 

In 2012 the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) was signed into law, au-

thorizing the distribution of federal funding for the repair and improvement of the nation’s surface 

transportation assets.  MAP-21 represents the culmination of years of research that found that the 

backlog of repair needs of U.S. transit assets alone is measured in the tens of billions of dollars.  

 

In response to MAP-21, as transit and other transportation agencies devote new energy to the repair, 

rehabilitation, and replacement of their current assets, the need to understand the property rights 

required to implement that work becomes more important than ever.  It is a facile misperception that 

work relating to existing assets occurs solely within an agency’s existing right of way.  Using case 

studies from the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART), this article examines how capi-

tal asset rehabilitation work might not be supported by existing property rights and discusses why an 

understanding of right-of-way boundaries and the sources of property rights are important to those 

projects. 

 

First, capital project teams must understand the concept of “right of way.”  Simply put, it is a linear 

configuration of parcels of land over which the agency has a right of use.  However, the 

“configuration of land” is not necessarily defined by physical features, such as fences or structures, 

and the nature of the “right of use” that the agency enjoys also is rarely clearly defined for the project 

team:  right of way does not mean ownership!  If a capital asset rehabilitation project exceeds the 

boundaries of the agency’s property or authorized scope of use, the consequences could be signifi-

cant.  The project risks the cost of construction delays as encroachments are belatedly identified and 

staff scrambles to obtain the required permissions from the affected property owner(s), or the agency 

could be subject to an inverse condemnation claim for the taking of a property interest without just 

compensation.  Right-of-way staff and project teams must work together to identify possible right-of

-way needs in order to avoid these risks. 

 

In 2008 the U.S. Department of Transportation issued its Status of the Nation’s Highways, 

Bridges, and Transit Conditions & Performance report to Congress on the physical 

conditions and operational performances of the nation’s highways, bridges, and transit 

systems.  Subsequent studies by the Federal Transit Administration, including the 2009 Rail 

Modernization Study and the 2010 National State of Good Repair Assessment found that 

there is a backlog of repair needs and the level of investment required to bring all U.S. 

transit assets to a state of good repair is measured in the tens of billions of dollars. 

Featured Article  
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Featured Article  

Boundary Determinations 

 

Although it may appear that project work will be conducted within the agency’s right of way, closer 

examination of the scope of work could reveal that the project may need to use adjacent lands for 

access, temporary construction space, materials storage, etc.  Determining where the agency’s right-

of-way boundaries are will help to determine whether additional property rights are needed.  

 

Case 1:  Earthquake Safety Program – Access Issues 

 

Sometimes property lines are not evident.  For example, the Earthquake Safety Program team need-

ed access to the BART right of way from Maritime Street in Oakland; visual inspection of Maritime 

Street appeared to indicate that the property lines are as shown in red in the drawing below, be-

cause that is the as-built location of the street.  However, the boundaries of record are indicated by 

the blue lines.   

 

 
 

Understanding where the street was in relation to the adjacent property helped to define what rights 

BART needed (a) from the city, for work within the street, and (b) from the adjacent property owner 

for work outside of the street – an important distinction that relieved BART from needing to acquire 

property rights for the portion of the work area within Area A shown on the drawing.  (We nonethe-

less worked cooperatively with the adjacent property owner who was encroaching on Area A so as 

not to unreasonably impact its operations.) 

 

 



 

 

Case 2:  Fall Protection Project – Aerial Encroachments 

 

The Fall Protection Project involved the installation of barriers along the sides of BART’s aerial track-

ways to protect workers, and passengers in the event of an evacuation, from falling from the aerial 

structure.   Although the work was conducted completely upon BART’s existing structure, within an 

existing right of way, upon questioning the project team it was revealed that the method of work in-

volved accessing the structure using a boom lift.  When we examined the location of the property 

lines it became apparent that although the lift base was stationed within BART’s right of way, the lift’s 

arm would extend over into adjacent properties and permission was required from the adjacent prop-

erty owners. 

 

Case 3:  Earthquake Safety Program – Subsurface Encroachments 

 

Project teams should understand that property lines generally are characterized as running on a verti-

cal plane down to the center of the earth and out into space, and therefore in addition to surface 

rights, “air rights,” and “subsurface rights” are also within the “bundle of rights” of fee ownership and 

permission is needed for those types of encroachments.  As in Case 2 where an aerial encroachment 

across the right-of-way line triggered the need to get permission from the adjacent owner, permis-

sion may be needed to install subsurface structures or to conduct subsurface work. 

 

For example, a major element of BART’s seismic retrofit of its structures required the expansion of the 

existing footings under the columns supporting its aerial structures.  In some instances, battered piles 

were poured to support the foundation.  This drawing shows in red some new battered piles that 

were to be installed during the seismic retrofit work.  The green line indicates the right-of-way bound-

ary. 
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Featured Article  



 

 

Although the expanded foundation fit within the exiting right of way, a subsurface pile exceeded 

the boundary.  In this instance, right-of-way staff was able to amend BART’s existing joint use and 

maintenance agreement with the owner to include this new permanent use. 

 

This drawing also illustrates another issue that may arise during capital asset maintenance and re-

habilitation work:  sometimes the work could reveal that the agency has inadequate property rights 

for existing facilities at a particular location.  In this case, the existing piles, shown in blue, also ex-

tended beyond the right-of-way line; BART had to obtain an agreement for the existing structures, 

as well, 35 years after the original construction! 

There are many causes for encroachments being undocumented, particularly when the 

construction involves a cooperative arrangement between two public agencies.  In this 

example, construction began pursuant to a cooperative agreement and the current Joint Use 

Agreement was entered into 15 years following construction, and the right-of-way lines were 

not surveyed and were only generally described. 

Title Determinations 

 

It is important for capital project teams to understand that the term “right of way” does not mean 

“ownership” and that the right that the agency has can vary, from fee ownership to an easement, a 

permit, a statutory right, or other form of permission, each of which can, and likely does, contain re-

strictions on what the agency can do within the right of way.  When examining the agency’s entitle-

ment to perform given work, in most instances we will be looking for restrictions against the work, so 

that the necessary interests can be acquired.  However, it also is useful to determine whether the 

agency has greater entitlements than what may be readily apparent. 

 

Case 4:  Station Agent Break Room Upgrade Project – Agreement Restrictions 

 

The scope of this project was to upgrade the station agents’ break rooms at various BART stations.  

Once again, it seemed clear that the project involved work on existing facilities within existing rights 

of way.   At the MacArthur Station, project staff confirmed that all work would occur within the 

boundaries of BART parcels E-19 and J-13 shown on the drawing below. 
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This would not support the Project’s intent to park a trailer on Parcel J-13 to be used as a temporary 

break room during the upgrade work.  By identifying the need to obtain an encroachment permit 

from Caltrans for the trailer during the project planning phase, right-of-way staff was able to obtain 

the permit in time to avoid a conflict with Caltrans during construction and potential construction 

delays. 

 

Case 5:  Earthquake Safety Program – Priority of Rights 

 

Not all title investigation reveals a deficiency or need to acquire property rights for a project; occa-

sionally an agency may have greater authority than what is readily apparent.  For this case study, 

some historical context is needed. 

 

In 1968 BART entered into an agreement with the City of Oakland for construction of the new transit 

system within the 7
th

 Street right of way in the City of Oakland, pursuant to Sections 29031 and 

29033 of the California Public Utilities Code, which provide: 

 

§ 29031.  The district may acquire, construct, own, operate, control, or use rights-of-

way . . . upon, or above the ground and under, upon, or over public streets, highways, 

bridges, or other public ways. . .   

 § 29033.  The district may construct and operate or acquire and operate works and facilities 

 in, under, upon, over, across, or along any street or public highway . . . to the same extent that 

 such rights and privileges appertaining thereto are granted to municipalities within the State.   

However, examination of the joint use and 

maintenance agreement with Caltrans for 

Parcel J-13 revealed that the “Class II” desig-

nation meant the parcel could be used solely: 

 

“to provide pedestrian access by use of a pe-

destrian facility under State highway right of 

way between BART’s easement area and 

transit facilities outside State highway right of 

way crossing.  Said facility shall be for the 

sole purpose of pedestrian movement from 

BART’s parking lot to BART’s station.”  

Featured Article  
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For reference, notice the location of Bay Street. 

 

In 1989 the Loma Prieta earthquake damaged the Cypress Freeway (a portion of Interstate 880 in 

Oakland) beyond repair.  Reconstruction of the freeway took place along a new alignment – just east 

of Bay Street – and was completed in 1998.  As part of the realignment of the freeway, Caltrans also 

relocated Union Pacific Railroad’s (UPRR) two mainline tracks. 

 

At the time that BART’s Earthquake Safety Program was in the right-of-way acquisition stage in 2006, 

the property interests at Bay Street in Oakland looked like this: 

 Yellow lines delineate property owned in fee 

by UPRR; note the new location of the main-

line tracks. 

 Green lines delineate the highway right of 

way as designated by Caltrans, in part occu-

pying the former Cedar Street. 

 The red lines show BART’s right of way. 

Per information received from Caltrans at 

the time, the property exchange between 

Caltrans and UPRR had not yet been 

completed.  

Featured Article  



 

 

BART needed to retrofit a column in the location of work indicated on the drawing; however, there 

was restricted access from the freeway and UPRR attempted to restrict BART’s access to its column 

across the relocated mainline tracks.  In working with the parties on the access issue, BART was able 

to show a priority of rights based on it being first in time to occupy the right of way, the fact that 

UPRR had no property rights of record at that location, and Caltrans’ promise in a cooperative agree-

ment with BART “to assure that BART will retain equivalent rights of way for operation and mainte-

nance of its facilities.”  While for safety reasons and in the spirit of cooperation BART, UPRR, and Cal-

trans reached solutions that addressed the interests of all of the parties, BART’s understanding of its 

property rights was a vital part of the negotiations. 

 

These case studies are but a partial view of a wide variety of issues that could arise when conducting 

capital asset maintenance and rehabilitation work on what appears to be existing right of way.   Dur-

ing the project design phase, right-of-way staff should work with the project team to: 

 

Understand the project scope, 

Understand boundary relationships, 

Understand restrictions on property rights, 

Understand entitlements, and 

Identify and take appropriate responsive action. 

 

Proper investigation and planning can help to avoid significant project risks arising from inadequate 

property rights or the failure to assert rights the agency already might possess. 

 

Bernadette Lambert, JD, PMP, is a principal with Braun & Jalbert real estate consulting 

services.  Ms. Lambert has 19 years’ experience in a range of public right-of-way disci-

plines, including 6 years working in the Real Estate Department of the San Francisco Bay 

Area Rapid Transit District.  She focuses her current practice on title research and determi-

nation, contract drafting, and project management.  Ms. Lambert is a licensed attorney, 

holds a Real Estate Broker’s License and is a certified Project Management Professional.  

She also is a 2015 candidate for a Master of Science in Transportation Management.  Ms. 

Lambert is a member and past President of IRWA Chapter 2. 
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